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78 CARDEN PLACE, ABERDEEN, AB10 1UL

Office Premises in the West End of Aberdeen

LOCATION
The subjects are situated on the north side of Carden Place and
enjoy a prominent profile a short distance from Queen’s Cross.
The building is situated in the heart of Aberdeen’s West End
office district, whilst only being a short walk from Union Street –
Aberdeen’s principle retail thoroughfare and arterial traffic route.
The property close to the Queen’s Road/Anderson Drive junction
forming part of Aberdeen’s main arterial route through the city
providing ease of access north and south via the A90.

78 CARDEN PLACE, ABERDEEN, AB10 1UL

DESCRIPTION
The subjects from the ground and lower ground floor of a semi-

detached period building of three-storey height. The building is
constructed in granite under a timber framed and pitched roof clad
in slate.
The majority of the accommodation on the ground floor is open
plan, however, a number of demountable partitions have been
introduced

providing

cellular

accommodation.

The

flooring

throughout is of suspended timber overlaid in carpet, while the walls
are a combination of traditional lath and plaster with plasterboard
lining. The ceiling is of a lowered design featuring integrated
Category 2 light fitments. Natural daylight is provided by way of
timber casement single or double glazed units. A kitchenette facility
is also featured on the ground floor featuring built in base and wall
mounted units. Heating is provided by way of a gas fired central
heating system.
CAR PARKING
12 dedicated car parking spaces are associated with the premises.
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ACCOMMODATION

RATING

The foregoing areas have been calculated on a net internal area

The subjects are currently entered into the Valuation roll at

basis in accordance with the Code of Measuring Practice (Sixth

a Rateable Value of £67,500.

Edition) as prepared by the RICS.

an incoming occupier would have the opportunity to appeal

We would point out that

this Rateable Value.
VAT
All figures quoted are exclusive of VAT at the prevailing rate.
ENERGY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATE
An Energy Performance Certificate is available upon request.
LEASE TERMS AND RENTAL
£60,000 per annum exclusive of Vat on a new Full Repairing and
Insuring Lease of negotiable duration.

LEGAL COSTS
Each party shall be responsible for their own legal costs
associated with the transaction with the tenant being responsible

PRICE

for the cost of LBTT and Registration Dues.

Alternatively our client will consider a sale of the premises with
offers invited..

For further information or viewing arrangements please contact the sole agents:
Shepherd Chartered Surveyors 35 Queens Road, Aberdeen, AB15 4ZN, 01224 202800
Mark McQueen, mark.mcqueen@shepherd.co.uk

www.shepherd.co.uk
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